is proud to present, for the tenth consecutive year, the storied Classic Anime Festival

1981 URUSEI YATSURA
Episodes 1, 21, Special, 22, 36. The long-running, smash-hit TV adaptation of the long-running, smash-hit manga by Takahashi Rumiko, with a total episode count of approximately umpteen. You never know just what crazy thing Ataru, Lum, and the gang will be doing, but if it doesn’t involve prurience, petulance, ignorance, violence, and property damage on a grand scale, somebody is probably out sick.

1971 LUPIN III
The Fuma Conspiracy
When it comes to durability (or prurience), Monkey Punch’s master thief can give even Takahashi’s creations a run for their money — and he does it in style. Ancient ninja clans? No problem!

1996 ESCAFLOWNE
Episodes 1—3 (long versions). Hitomi recommends always checking the track meet schedule for the word “dragon”. Just a precaution.

1986 MAISON IKKOKU
Episodes 1—3. Takahashi–sensei’s second mega-hit TV series... some folks have all the luck! (Not that Godai would know.)

1991 SILENT MÖBIUS
SILENT MÖBIUS 2
Katsumi has questions — not least, what kind of a name is Gigelf Liqueur, anyway? Unfortunately, the answers all seem to involve bizarre but unpleasant phrases such as “Lucifer Hawk”.

1986 PROJECT A–KO
PROJECT A–KO 2
The Plot of the Daitokuji Financial Group
PROJECT A–KO 3
Cinderella Rhapsody
The spectacular comic–action series without which we would have to call this convention something else. Watch out for Akagiyama Missiles! (Although the food may be more deadly...)

Monet Ballroom
Plus additional material as time permits

Main selections presented in Japanese language with English subtitles
Enter at own risk — Animators’ grasp of anatomy may not correspond to mammals living or extinct — Closed course, do not attempt — Any fish fillet may contain a bone — Notary Sojac